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How Did CureFit came in my Life?
I have been in and out of gyms several times 
in my life and like most of the people my 
fitness journey has seen lot troughs and 
crests. I always use to wonder what is it 
about the Gym, why do people make new 
year resolution but don’t follow up????

Motivation, Change, Sense of 
learning and a partner to make 
you adhere to diet plan

I observed lot of people lacked at least 1 of 
the 4 attributes which made people to get 
distracted from the goal

Then came Cult Fit -Aug 2018 
(B.C) Hyd-First Centre Opening
App doesn’t justify the environment in the 
class, unlike gym, they aren’t interested in 
selling supplements.

You can choose from array of workouts, 
where professionals train and you built up 
learning

An app which constantly gives you feedback 
on the effort put in and nudges you towards 
clean eating



Wanna Work out with Hrithik Roshan???



WORK Out Time
People usually don’t like choosing from options, However when it comes to work-out, users want a change every day. Cult provides the same, unlike gyms which 
have fixed routines and resting period, Cult offers the users to choose whether they want to work out at Cult centers or at Gym. Choose from multiple timing
• In a way it makes user work to explore and sets an expectation for a user, which is well complemented by the energy in the Centre

Waitlist option, creating the 
sense of scarcity

How to extend the reach with 
limited resources. Gym Tie-up

• The landing page, has a pop-up which says Free Covid Vaccination- Subliminal messaging to convey that our staff is vaccinated, ARE YOU?
• The wait list feature, is something which wasn’t introduced till recently, as lot of people were interested in certain classes/time, and people used to cancel at 

last moment, hence they created waitlist, which adds a sense of hope that yes you might have a Chance!
• Less Words more visuals gives the user a feel of how the environment might be at the time of workout
e



Work Out (After Corona)
Cult- the word itself suggests a group, a community, a blind following and for that to work cult expected users to come together and work out. However once the 
pandemic hit, They had to innovate, something which is in their DNA. They ideated and came up with Online PT, helping the trainers to earn some extra cash at the same 
time helping people get personalized care.
Motivation, Ability to Do and Trigger- 3 essential component of Fogg model. PT was fulfilling 2, but there was always lack of trigger. What could easily trigger a person, 
Competitiveness, group workout and displaying energy levels of each workout done, keeping people in the loop on what comes next. ”Surprise element”

Unit Bias –Displaying 
pack rates per session

Try now for FREE-
nudging user for 

immediate action

• Picture on the left shows a person coming out of the mobile screen, It gave the sense to people that even though the work-out is virtual, experience isn’t
• Session’s rate. Instead of luring in with the yearly rate which usually gyms do, Cult has broken down to per sessions and given a validity period to complete the 

session
• Nudge to check out the workout “TRY NOW for FREE” “BOOK for FREE” gives a sense to the user a chance to check-out before investing, something like a KYS test
• Clearly pointing out Key Features and asking users to Set Goals, the DIY feature. It keeps reminding the users about what the goal was and how much has been 

achieved



What is the biggest reason for failure in the fitness Journey?
• Lack of Motivation
• No results even after putting in effort
• Missing Inspiration 

How does Cult solves that?
• Testimony
• Doing the “Truth Talk”. Putting Fitness, strength and stamina above body shape or size
• Inspiration from athletes and chance to meet them
• Snap in the extreme right gives all together another way to decide the work out. A different way to solve Decision Fatigue??



Rewards and Cost

FitCash
• How will you feel if you get paid to work-out?
• I didn’t know what gamification meant before Upraised, but 

Cult used it to full extent
• Streak-(Don’t have pic)- When the user went and attended the 

class daily, user got a chance to book the next class in advance, 
feedforward, creating a loop

• Setting up Goals is DIY, but the app reminds you to check 
whether you accomplished those goals or not

• Fitcash could be used for any purchases made on the app, 
Hence reselling other merchandise

Pricing
• The way in which months has been highlighted, it grabs the 

attention of the user
• Per session cost, Unit Bias helping consumer understand how 

little it costs for each session, and it’s worth to spend that 
much on fitness

• Pause days- Another gamification concept used. Each pack has 
certain number of pause days, which basically add the validity 
if used. It’s very different then normal gyms which tend to 
strictly adhere with validity period

• 2 free sessions- Trial, Something which Indian consumers like 
before venturing in full flow. If the user doesn’t join no 
questions asked

• Pay per session- Not sure of commitment, Pay as you use a 
concept which helps user avoid the sunk cost if he misses on a 
class



After an Intense Workout
You need to Eat Clean!



Healthy Breakfast

After great workout 
what do you need

Followed by Light 
Lunch

Some Snacks

Let’s Call it a day!

EAT
Healthy
Stay Fit

Fulfilling Complementary need 
especially for the user segment 
which are in their 20’s single 
and along side good work out 
want a good diet as well.

Attention to Detail- The way 
food items are listed, calorie 
content, Using Diet conscious 
word like High Protein. Helping 
user to avoid guilt and buy the 
product

EAT FIT



DIY
They started  with meal plans curated to 
supplement the workout.
It was a great success until Corona hit and India 
went under lockdown
All experimented with Dalgona coffee and 
unhealthy snacks.
EAT Fit-came up with DIY initiative providing 
users easy recipe, which were not just healthy 
but also of great sensory appeal. This kept the 
users engaged with the app even Eat Fit was 
closed
Asks for User feedback, multiple options but 
categorized in a way which would cater user 
needs

EAT Fit (A.C)



They evolved.
Started with normal app based where people 
could choose their work-out. Now people 
could not only keep themselves physically fit 
but mentally as well.

• App has lot of option but on a single screen 
it tends to keep not more than 7 options, 
following Miller’s Law

• Way things have been placed, it creates 
curiosity for an app user especially 
someone who has seen this app grow since 
inception. What’s new Cure fit could do??

Physical to Mental Wellbeing



Mental Wellness
Mental wellness is a serious issue faced by several Indians these days. It was a natural extension, not only physical fitness but mental as well. Mind Fit
another extension to the brand. Mind Fit caters to all mental issues which an user might face in fast paced environment.

Curated Programs
• Mental Health is a serious problem which people tend not to speak about, till they are not comfortable. Starting with Fitness program, people get 

attached to the program. Hence building a trust which helps cult to extend mental wellness services as well
• Options and categories are similar to the cure fit, so the user always has a familiarity to the app and use



Recently started extentions

Cult built a brand a persona of itself. Cult’s persona would be
• A guy or a girl, oozing with confidence
• Follows Rules, famous, highly skilled, creative and trustworthy
• A person to whom you can take any issues and resolve
• Same qualities and psychology it is leveraging it in to extend its presence



Fin


